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Why is Workplan Management important?

 Provides the Project Manager and team direction on tasks and 
deliverables to be completed and what must be done to complete them 
to be on time, within budget, and with acceptable quality

 Gives the team a mechanism to become task-oriented, focused, and 
stay on track with the project and sprint goals

 Provides the information needed for informed decision making and 
effective project management

 Shows the interdependencies across the project to confirm that the 
implications of schedule changes are understood

 Assesses project performance to confirm dates are on track to be met
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Quality Management

Two levels of quality management

Quality Management on a Project

• Quality Management Planning – involves the 
development and execution of planned steps to enable the 
project to meet expectations. 

• Quality Control – limited to managing the quality of 
deliverables prepared during the project. The objectives of 
quality control are to monitor quality of results, and to 
confirm deliverable for quality acceptance. Quality Management Programme

• Quality Assurance – is a policy of function that promotes a 
commitment to quality through the application of established 
procedures, standards and tools throughout the project life 
cycle. 

Quality is defined as meeting or exceeding the client/business requirements and expectations within budget and 
timeline

Poor quality management on a project increases costs, delays the schedule, and decreases project success.
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Some of the root causes for Cost of Quality (S/4HANA Greenfields or Brownfield)

x

Underestimation 
of effort

Resource skill 
or availability 

issues

Additional 
scope not 

covered by 
change control

Business failed 
to meet their 
commitments

SI
Quality Issues
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Estimation and Pricing

The first place where things go wrong….

L
in

k
s

Delivery Approach

• Scope, schedule and budget must always be aligned

• Use established methods to baseline and estimating

• Do not forget about Travel and Expenses

• Build in contingency

• Test and validate all assumptions 

• Involve subject matter experts and solution architects that understand the solution to assist with estimations

• Estimation and pricing will be important throughout the project (especially with Change Requests)

Resource Model Cross Border ImplicationsScope and Solution
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Delivery Approach

Agile
An adaptive approach that emphasizes 

flexibility, integrated customer involvement, 

and rapid delivery of value.

Waterfall or Traditional
A linear and sequential approach that relies 

on detailed requirements upfront and uses 

the outputs of each phase to form the basis 

of work for the next phase.

Hybrid Agile
The application of adaptive, agile concepts and 

techniques in a traditional, predictive project.

Spectrum of Agility

Vision Plan
Analyze: 

Sprint 0
Test Deploy Stabilize Operate

Sprint Cycle

Design Build
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Several factors should be considered when determining the Delivery Approach

x

Well defined / Fixed Ongoing prioritization

Predictive Adaptive

Low High

Well understood Uncertain

Specialized Cross-functional

Scope

Business Culture

Need for Flexibility

Technology

Team Composition

Waterfall Agile

Estimated to deliver scope Fixed TimelineTimeline

Estimated to deliver scope Fixed BudgetBudget
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Summary of key Deliverables

Area Key Deliverable Phase when completed

Contract Management
Statement of Work
Statement of Work QA Review Checklist Pursuit / Contracting

Project Management Project Charter Launch

Project Management Project Management Plan Launch

Project Management Quality Management Plan (if not in PMP) Launch

Governance Terms of Reference for Governance Forums Launch

Governance Meeting Cadence / Calendar Launch

Governance Governance and Organisation Chart Launch

Governance Key Roles and Responsibilities Definition Launch

Governance Steerco Packs Launch & Manage

Governance Minutes of meeting Manage

Workplan Management Master Plan Launch & Manage

Workplan Management Workplan Launch & Manage

Deliverables Management Deliverables Log Launch & Manage

Scope Management Change Request Log Launch & Manage

Project Controls Management Risk Log Launch & Manage

Project Controls Management Issue Log Launch & Manage

Project Controls Management Decision Log Launch & Manage

Project Controls Management Action Log Launch & Manage

Resource Management Project Kick-off / Induction Material Launch & Manage

Resource Management Resource List Launch & Manage

Resource Management Resource Onboarding and Rolloff Launch & Manage

Status and Reporting Status Reports Launch & Manage

Project Financial Management Financial Tracker (actual + forecast) Launch & Manage

Project Financial Management Metrics Plan Launch

Project Financial Management Project Health Metrics Calculator and Dashboard Launch & Manage

Stakeholder Management Communications Plan Launch & Manage

Stakeholder Management Stakeholder Matrix Launch & Manage

Project Closeout Project Closeout Report Closeout

Project Closeout Lessons Learned Closeout

Project Closeout Benefits Realization Manage & Closeout

• Ensure alignment and compliance 
with your organisation’s delivery 
standards.

• Delivery team (SI, IT and Business) 
understand what is required and 
what information, tools, samples and 
templates exist for them to leverage.

• Get additional support if required to 
provide training on tools, agile, etc. 
as required.
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Project Launch Checklist

 Review contract, confirm scope, estimate, approach, and staffing assumptions

 Setup Document Repository (team site with folder structure)

 Develop Project Charter and obtain sign-off

 Document project management processes in the Project Management Plan and Quality Management Plan

 Create Master Plan

 Create Integrated Work Plan and baseline (at least for initial phase)

 Define Project Tools (e.g. Microsoft Team, PMC) o be used and complete setup

 Complete Deliverable Log (at least for initial phase) and agree on Document Naming Conventions

 Create Deliverable Templates

 Develop Financials Management and Metrics Plan and baseline (incl. tracking sheet)

 Develop a Contract Management Plan

 Train team on PM processes and supporting tools

 Create Resource Plan and mobilise the team

 Create induction material and conduct Project Kick-off Event

 Agree Governance Model with Client and document terms of reference – schedule meetings

 Create Steerco Pack and Status Report templates

 Create Stakeholder Matrix and Communications Plan

 Schedule initial engagement review (conduct within first 60 days)

 Start using Project Controls to capture issues, risks, decisions and actions
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Project Controls Management

The Project Controls approach describes how the risks, issues, change requests, decisions, and action items that 
may impact a project are managed

An event or a condition that might occur in the future 
which, if it occurs, can negatively impact a project

An event that has occurred and is affecting or will 
impact the project if it is not resolved by a certain date

An action item is an assignment to do some work or 
address a question that can be addressed in less than 
four hours of effort

Both day-to-day decisions and formal decisions, which 
may impact project outcomes in terms of schedule, 
cost or quality 

A change is any activity / event that impacts the 
approved scope, schedule, or budget OR a modification 
to a deliverable after it has been signed-off 

• How the project will gather, manage, and resolve open 
control items?

• The roles and responsibilities and escalation paths of the 
project control processes.

• The tool to be used to manage project controls.

• The appropriate project control reporting and cadence.

• Define how the client stakeholders will be involved in the 
project control processes. 
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Key takeaways on the Delivery Run phase

• Do not begin drafting a deliverable until everyone agrees on the scope, 
template, review criteria, and reviewers

• Both the system integration and Client teams must understand the scope as 
defined in the SoW and Project Charter.

• Strictly adhere to change control processes for scope change requests.  Do not 
start work on Change Requests before they are approved.

• Ensure team members understand when and how to update status. 
Communicate, train, and enforce progress tracking rhythm for all team 
members.

• Periodically re-evaluate all risks and risk response plans and focus risk 
response effort on preparing for high-severity risks.

• Monitor and report the status of issues on a weekly basis, with special focus on 
overdue and escalated issues.



In Closing
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What to do when things go wrong – because it will….

“Quality is never an accident. It is always the result of intelligent effort.” John Ruskin

Start with fact-based 
conversations & do 
not be afraid to have 

difficult conversations 
at the right time

Shift from thinking 
from me to you

Put yourself in the 
other party’s shoes

Pay attention
and be inquisitive

Apply L(isten)
E(mpathize)
A(sk)
P(ropose)

Ask for help early

Face the facts

Do not be a hero

Confidently make 
decisions and take 
corrective actions
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